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I

by

SOPHIE SMITH

n Ombo village, in the heart of the Republic of Congo,

pygmy goats jostle for low-hanging leaves near the

remains of an abandoned house. Here people are

traditionally nomadic and never destroy a dwelling in

case they come back to it but the rainforest has begun

to absorb the house back into itself – sticks and mud

disappearing beneath vines and leaves.

   The Congolese rainforest is the second largest rainforest on

Earth and serves villagers as a grocery, pharmacy and

hardware store. It’s even a bottle store as demonstrated by the

chief and his buddies enjoying locally brewed palm wine. It’s a

shock at first, but soon a common sight, to see young men

dressed in shorts and flip-flops, armed with machetes and

shotguns, disappearing into the lush undergrowth to hunt for

bush meat.

   The story goes that there was once a bush meat trader who

came to the village with gorilla meat. He was banished and the

gorilla was buried with respect. Here in the Ndzehi region,

bordering Odzala-Kokoua National Park, the killing of gorillas

is not just illegal – it is taboo.

http://www.african-parks.org/Park_7_Odzala.html


While hunting cannot be banned completely since these

communities depend on it for survival, there is a growing

awareness and activity around conservation. Anti-poaching

units patrol the forest and nighttime hunting is illegal. The

hunting of endangered species, namely leopard, chimpanzees,

forest elephants, bonobos and gorillas is outlawed.

   Traditionally, the rainforest has been a rich source of protein

for villagers – teeming with porcupines, duikers, rodents,

reptiles, hogs and numerous species of monkeys – but this

once harmonious relationship is becoming strained as many

hunters no longer practice subsistence hunting, but instead

hunt on a larger scale, either selling meat to urban

communities or loggers, where the demand for bush meat is

A baby gorilla hitches a ride on its mothers back.

©Sophie Smith



growing, or selling illegal ivory. As logging increases and

infrastructure improves, new roads allow bush meat to get to

cities faster, and hunters access to modern weapons and

technology. Click here to learn more about the influence of

logging and hunting on gorillas (this will take you to another

page in this magazine)

Top: A young pygmy hunter with a rudimentary crossbow.

African parks/Pete Oxford

Bottom left: Scooters are the best way to navigate muddy forest roads.

Right: Bush meat – a rack of monkey ribs on a scooter.

©Sophie Smith
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The villagers recognise how similar gorillas are to humans and

their reverence for these primates is the reason Spanish

primatologist Magda Bermejo sought them out 20 years ago,

to help her track and research western lowland gorillas.

   The people of Ndzehi had seen so many gorillas hunted as

trophies, poached and shipped off to zoos, that at first they

were hesitant to take this foreigner straight to them. They led

Magda through the dense, green marantaceae (arrowroot)

forests for days, testing her motives and her perseverance.

After this grueling trial, they realised Magda was indeed there

to help, and they packed up their entire village and moved

with her to Lossi, an area with a large primate population. The

first tracker to work with her was a talented man named

Zepherin Okoko. Two decades later Zepherin is still working

with Magda and during my visit to the Wilderness Safaris

camps in Odzala-Kokoua, I was fortunate enough to go

tracking with him.

http://www.odzala-kokoua.com/
http://www.odzala-kokoua.com/


Every afternoon the trackers follow the gorillas to the spot

where they make their nests for the night. The following day,

the trackers return to the site as early as possible with guests

and follow the gorillas’ movements from there. They’ve

created a network of paths that they navigate to follow the

gorillas, but today the gorillas aren’t sticking to their usual

territory, and we quickly move off the beaten track. Years of

experience have taught Zepherin to do more than just read

tracks. He has learnt to understand gorilla behaviour and

anticipate their movements. Surrounded by towering trees,

low-hanging vines, and the ever-present shroud of

marantaceae, I quickly lose my bearings and put all my trust

in him.

A pair of young gorillas play affectionately.

©Sophie Smith



After much muddy trekking, and an uncomfortable run in

with fire ants, we suddenly find ourselves at a clearing and

there, spread out in the glade like performers on a stage, are

Neptuno and his family. They keep a beady eye on us but

spend most of their energy feeding, wrestling stubborn roots

from the ground, brushing off the dirt and enjoying their

breakfast. As we watch the large silverback and his group, I

begin to grasp the affiliation that the people of Ndzehi have

with them. Even the hour-long restriction on our sighting is

enough to identify individual characters and see their

personalities emerging.

200kg of charging gorilla
tends to elevate the heart

into the throat





The trackers know them intimately. One of the best-known

females is Roma, a troublemaker, who likes to provoke

Neptuno and today is no exception. Barking loudly, she runs

across the clearing towards us, her baby scurrying to keep up

and, as if on cue, Neptuno rouses himself from his breakfast

and comes charging in our direction.

   Despite being warned that this display may happen and that

it isn’t a threat, 200kg of charging gorilla tends to elevate the

heart into the throat and I’m sure a satisfied smirk crossed

Roma’s face as she witnessed our silent panic.

   After an hour with Neptuno and his family, Zepherin logs the

day’s trek on the GPS and we head back through the forest.

Top:Neptuno keeps an eye on visitors.

Middle: Visitors and trackers wear masks to prevent passing human diseases on

to gorillas.

Bottom: Roma smirks at visitors after charging across the clearing to provoke a

charge from Neptuno.

©Sophie Smith



Top: The accommodation at Ngaga camp is designed in eco-friendly, traditional

Congolese style.
Bottom: Guests enjoy a meal in Ngaga camp’s dining area.
                                  ©Sophie Smithh 



Calvin is another tracker I spend a morning with and although

he has only been working for Magda for the past two years,

he’s been tracking his whole life. Calvin has a soft spot for

Jupiter, the second habituated silverback that we visit. The

previous evening, Calvin left Jupiter and his family not far

from our camp so we stick to the trails where it’s easier to

watch a tracker at work. His senses seem heightened as he

follows Jupiter’s fast-moving family. “They are playing games

with us today,” he says. Despite their size, the gorillas move so

swiftly and silently through the dense growth that the

Congolese describe it as ‘swimming through the leaves’.

As we reach a clearing, Calvin points to a young male in the

trees and then to Jupiter emerging from the marantaceae. A

newborn frolics on the ground, walloping his little chest as

Calvin chuckles with affection. The favourite part of his job is

not only being able to share the wonder of the gorillas with

guests, but also getting to know the gorillas personally –

learning their behaviour, reactions and movements, which is

largely what Magda’s research is about.

Bottom: Guests enjoy a meal in Ngaga camp’s dining area.

©Sophie Smith

Gorillas move so swiftly the
Congolese call it ‘swimming

through the leaves’



Magda’s initial study in Lossi focused on understanding the

basic habits and dynamics of the various groups of gorillas.

Magda and her husband, German Ilera, were the first people

to habituate western lowland gorillas to human presence, the

first and essential step in the research process. Habituating

gorillas is no mean feat – it entails daily human contact with a

Top: A mother breastfeeds her youngster while digging for roots.

Bottom: The view from one of the rooms at Ngaga camp.

©Sophie Smith

gorilla group for up to three years.



gorilla group for up to three years.

However, tragedy struck when an Ebola outbreak in 2002

killed 130 of the 143 gorillas Magda had been working with,

along with thousands of other primates and humans. It’s

estimated that the gorilla population in Odzala-Kokoua

dropped from 42 000 to 20 000, putting the lowland gorilla

on the list of critically endangered species and making

research and conservation efforts even more critical. Click

here to expand this story and learn more about the influence

of Ebola on gorillas (Takes you to another page in this magazine).

   In 2010, Magda and her team moved their base to Ndzehi.

Their current research focuses on the interaction between

gorillas and chimpanzees and, with the increase in gorilla-

trekking tourism, the interactions between gorillas and

humans. The research station is at Ngaga Camp, a new luxury

eco-lodge opened by Wilderness Safaris in 2013 in partnership

with Sabine Plattner African Charities (SPAC) and African

Parks who manage Odzala-Kokoua National Park.

   The camp is built in the same style as traditional Congolese

houses, raised on platforms and crafted from rattan poles and

leaves. These eco-friendly structures almost disappear under

the green canopy, but once inside, the attention to detail

makes for a palatial stay.

   Many of the lodge staff have never held jobs or earned

Ebola killed 130 of the 143
gorillas Magda had been

working with

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-9/the-living-forest/
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salaries before and are now learning new skills, from

hospitality to English. A single staff member’s salary is

enough to support 10 relatives in nearby Mbomo where the

SPAC foundation has begun working. Along with Wilderness

Safaris and African Parks, SPAC emphasises the importance of

ongoing wildlife and conservation education among the local

people as conservation efforts tend to be sustainable when

communities realise the social and economic benefits.

Left: The rainforest is the source of food, building materials, and medicine.

Right: A grandmother weaves a basket from dried leaves.

Bottom: Time out with the village children.

©Sophie Smith



Leaving Ombo in the glow of dusk, I am struck again by the

abandoned house – the roof has caved in as the lush

vegetation quietly overwhelms it. The longer I spend in the

rainforest, the more I notice the abundance of life supported

by a delicate eco-system; not just the give and take between

plants and insects, birds and mammals, but also the delicate

balance between humans and the forest. I am dejected by the

impact of humans on our world but I am also filled with hope

that the love people have for their homes combined with

conservation efforts, will create a shift in values. And as jobs

are created and families are educated, the inhabitants of this

precious Congolese rainforest will, in turn, become its most

potent protector.

This safari was arranged by go2africa. Get a taste of this

incredible trip in the video below.

http://www.go2africa.com/tour/2867


CLICK BELOW FOR MORE
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When people talk about the great apes, most of them probably

think of the mountain gorillas that Dian Fossey made famous.

The incredible work that she did in Rwanda’s Virunga

mountains, as well as her unsolved murder, captured the

West’s imagination. This accounts for a good deal of the

mountain gorilla’s popularity as a tourist attraction – they are

probably the most photographed apes in the world. But the

truth is they are a subspecies of a much larger and varied

gorilla population. All in all there are two species of gorilla

(Eastern and Western) with two closely related subspecies in

each:



Image ©Fiver Löcker 
Distribution 
• The forests of DRC to the west of the Mitumbar Mountains and Lake 
Tanganyika 
Population 
• Hard to determine due to war. Estimated 17,000 in the 90s. Current 
estimates says between 2,000 and 5,000 individuals 
Distinguishing features 
• Largest, Stockiest body of all gorillas 
• Longer faces and broader chests 
• 17 to 20 individuals in a group 
• dark hair  
Diet 
• More diverse than mountain gorillas. Leaves and pith, relying 
heavily on fruit which makes up 25% of their total diet. When they 
include insects in their diet, eastern lowland gorillas prefer ants. 
Range 
• Their home ranges varies from 2.7 to 6.5 km², and they forage 
between 154 and 2280 meters a day. 
	  

Eastern Gorilla (Gorilla beringei)

Eastern lowland gorilla (Grauer’s gorilla). Population:

2,000-5,000



Mountain gorilla. Population: less than 900

Image ©Dave Proffer 
Distribution 
• The mountains of Virunga straddling Rwanda and DRC, and 
Southern Uganda, as well as the slopes of Bwindi forest in Uganda.  
Population 
• Less than 900 with a stable to growing population. 
Distinguishing features 
• Longest, thickest hair for warmth in colder high altitude climate 
• Groups can exceed 20 individuals (largest)  
Diet 
• Very little fruit due to high altitude. They rely primarily on plants 
and roots, with protein (about 3%) from insects, grubs and snails.  
Range 
• Home ranges between 3 and 15km². They move about 500 meters or 
less on a typical day due to mountain terrain and readily available 
food. 
 



Western lowland gorilla. Population: Uncertain – less

than 95,000

Western Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla)

Image ©Pierre Fidenci 
Distribution 
• The forests of northern Republic of Congo, Gabon and Southern 
Cameroon. 
Population 
• Previous assessments have focused on habitiat availability to 
determine western numbers. The commonly cited figure of 95,000 
(Harcourt) is based on an assumption that all intact habitat was based 
on densities typical of Gabon in the 1980’s. However recent surveys 
commercial hunting and outbreaks of Ebola have had a severe impact 
on numbers in otherwise intact habitat.  
Distinguishing features 
• Smallest of all gorillas 
• Brown-grey/auburn hair on forehead of adult male 
• Bigger skulls with pronounced brow ridges 
• Shortest hair 
• Longest arms 
• Best tree climbers(for fruit) 
Diet 
• Plants and roots, with fruit being a central component of their diet. 
Termites and ants are also an important part of their diet. 
Range 
• Home ranges between 7 and 14km². They move on average 1105 
metres on a typical day – the farthest ranging of the gorillas. 



Cross River Gorilla. Population: 2200 - 300

Image ©Julie Langford 
Distribution 
• A small area straddling the southern border of Cameroon and 
Nigeria at the headwaters of the Cross River 
Population 
• Between 200 and 300 individuals  
Distinguishing features 
• Similar to western lowland gorilla in body size 
• Smaller cranium vaults and shorter skulls 
• Lives in smaller groups of 4 to 7 individuals 
Diet 
• Not as well studied as the other subspecies. But studies of their fecal 
matter indicates a diet which includes fruit, plants and some 
invertebrates. 
Home Range 
• Restricted mostly to hill areas with home ranges estimated at 20km² 
at most. 
 



Read more below the advertisement.

The Ebola Factor

It is estimated that a quarter of Africa’s gorillas have died

from Ebola in the last 12 years.

   The decline in western lowland gorilla populations led to a

change in their conservation status from “endangered” to

“critically endangered” in 2007. It is estimated that the total

western lowland gorilla population in Odzala-Kokoua National

Park dropped from 42,000 to 20,000.

   In 2002 an Ebola outbreak killed 130 of the 143 western

lowland gorillas primatologist Magda Bermejo had been

working with in Republic of Congo’s forests, along with

http://africageo.com/4759


thousands of other primates and humans. Click here to read

more about the gorillas with whom Magda works (this will

take you to another page in this magazine)

   A 2004 Ebola outbreak killed up to 95 percent of the western

lowland gorillas that frequented Lokoué forest clearing in the

Odzala-Kokoua National Park.

   The Ebola virus does not threaten other apes and

chimpanzees with extinction, but it has reduced the western

lowland gorilla population to a point where it can no longer

sustain itself in the face of hunting, loss of habitat and other

influences. Gorillas breed slowly, and optimistic estimates

predict it would take the population 75 years to recover from

its present situation. Most of the gorillas that survived are

young males, meaning the social structures changed and

smaller groups predominated. This affects the normally strong

sense of social cohesion and protection found in larger groups.

This also makes them more susceptible to stress brought on by

poaching.

    It is understood that the Ebola outbreaks in human

populations often come about from eating the bushmeat of

primates infected with the disease.

Bushmeat and the influence of Logging

The commercial logging of Congo’s forests has a direct impact

on gorillas, not through loss of habitat as one would think, but

due to the pressure from poaching for bushmeat.

   The dense, road-less forests made hunting access extremely

difficult in Republic of Congo and gorilla densities were high.

Since the 1980′s improvements in transportation

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-9/the-living-forest/
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infrastructure, devaluation of the regional currency, declining

oil stocks, and timber depletion in other tropical regions have

led to an explosion in mechanised logging in the forests.

   Calculations are that timber production nearly doubled

between 1991 and 2000. Previously inaccessible forests have

been penetrated by logging roads, providing commercial

hunters access to previously inaccessible areas with high ape

densities. Much of the bushmeat is transported to commercial

markets on logging vehicles, and logging employees eat more

bushmeat than the local villagers do. This encourages villagers

to hunt commercially, selling bushmeat to loggers.

Gorilla Habituation

Aside from the benefit of tourism revenue which is directed to

the conservation of gorillas, habituation is vital for proper

research by scientists. An equally important factor is the

education of tourists, journalists, politicians and students.

Guillaume Le Flohic, African Parks manager of conservation

and research in Odzala-Kokoua National Park, is running a

new gorilla habituation program working with primatologist

Magda Bermejo and a few other scientists.

    “The work before the habituation process – tracking and

monitoring a group to the point where we can walk with the

group and observe them from a few meters without changing

their natural behaviour – is the most challenging because it

depends on several factors,” says Le Flohic:

• The right area – not too many insects or swamps, and with

ease of access.

http://www.african-parks.org/Park_7_Odzala.html


• The right population – large enough, not too affected by

poaching which has an aggravating effect on gorilla

behaviour and stress levels. The more stressed they are, the

more risky it becomes for the habituation team.

• The right group – the dominant male (the silverback) must

be quiet and not too aggressive by nature.

• Good human resources – trackers, managers and scientists.

One of the most important aspects of habituation is tracker

training. Many trackers are recruited from the local

population and the skills they use for hunting can be put to

good use. “Trackers need to process a lot of information in a

short time, and ex-hunters understand the work in the field

very quickly,” says Le Flohic. “I recruit young and old hunters,

so the young can benefit from the elders experience and be the

future “scientific” trackers – being trained and taught to see

the forest they know through scientific eyes.”

http://africageo.com/4770
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A female western lowland gorilla climbs a tree in search of

fruit. ©African Parks/Michael Viljoen

 



A shy forest elephant wades through the river before

disappearing into the forest. ©Sophie Smith

 



Musanga cecropioidesis. Odzala-Kokoua National Park is

one of the world’s most botanically diverse areas, with more

than 4,400 plant species. ©Sophie Smith

 



A young female western lowland gorilla. ©African

Parks/Michael Viljoen

 



Great blue turaco. ©African Parks/Pete Oxford.

 



Black and white colobus monkeys with a new addition to the

family. ©African Parks/Pete Oxford



 

African green pigeons descend en masse to feed at the

mineral-rich bai. ©Sophie Smith

 



Left: Cleome afrospina. Right: Delicate fungus grows from

piles of elephant dung. ©Sophie Smith

 



An African crowned eagle takes flight. ©African

Parks/Michael Viljoen

 



A mother and her infant western lowland gorilla. ©African

Parks/Michael Viljoen

 



African forest buffalo are a common sight on the banks of the

marshy bai. ©Sophie Smith

http://africageo.com/4758


 

Pygmy hunters prepare nets towards which they chase small

forest animals such as duikers, hogs and rodents. ©African

Parks/Pete Oxford.

 



A guide photographs the gnarled bark of an ancient tree.

©Sophie Smith

 



Grey parrots congregate on the bai to ingest the mineral rich

soil. ©African Parks/Pete Oxford.

 



A young western lowland gorilla. ©African Parks/Michael

Viljoen
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Africa. She also dabbles in wedding photography and

portraiture but when she isn’t taking photos she loves road-

tripping adventures with her husband, rock climbing, hiking,

long runs and quality time with friends (especially when there

is good food involved). Sophie visited Odzala-Kokoua National

Park in the Republic of Congo to photograph and write our

main feature, THE LIVING FOREST. Sophie’s images can also

be enjoyed in the gallery, THINGS YOU FIND IN THE

FOREST.
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Walley, Guillaume Le Flohic, and Carien Soldatos who helped

us put this issue together by donating their valuable time,
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